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Itâ€™s January and the outside temperature is 29 degrees C. Are you in Alaska or Hawaii? Round

$21.87 to the nearest dollar. Which group has more legs: 6 elephants or 13 ostriches? Plus

decimals, fractions, number patterns, Roman numerals, time, measurements, and: If you trace

around a penny, will you make a circle or a sphere? Math skills are crucialâ€•and thereâ€™s no

reason for students to struggle. Brain Quest Math Grade 3 teaches kids the fundamentals of math

and the pleasure of being a problem solver with 1,000 curriculum-based questions and answers

reflecting the latest school standards. Because learning plus practice, time, skill and drills add up to

knowledge.Vetted by a panel of Americaâ€™s highest award-winning teachers, and embraced by

kids and parents because it flat-out works, Brain Quest opens a world of information and education

with its fast-paced question-and-answer format, bright full-color illustrations, and lively attitude.
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Lots of folks use these cards while in the car with the kids, but we use them while they are in the

bath. The boys love math, and this is a fun way to interact while they are getting cleaned up. We

can shout them from our bedroom, and they can yell them back from the tub.



I have used various Brainquest products for all 5 of my children. This was my least favorite of all the

ones we have. My son found it difficult to do the math in his head for many of the problems. In all

fairness, math is not his strong subject. If you have a child who enjoys math and is pretty good at it

then they would probably like these!

I love Brain Quest so much. I first saw that in my student teaching class, then I decided to buy one

for my after school fourth grade class. Afterthat, I bought all of them from grade 1 to 6. I just love

them and the kids love them as well. My after school group asks me for it right after they finished

their homework. Great to have and great to occupy especially during transition period - to kill time.

My 8 year old son is just ending 2nd grade, but he loves these brain teasers.We do as we are

getting ready for bed, but this would also be a fun thing to bring on airplane or car trips.The cards

are well made, so you won't have to worry about the ring breaking.The questions are fun and

interesting for kids, and it helps to keep math quizing from being dull and boring.

Many great questions but will be too easy if your kids are in gifted programs

My 2nd grader loves this cards and I do too! I bought his next grade so he would be advanced to his

next level. It is the perfect entertainment for the road.

It is way to get smart kids with brain Quest math. I bought this for our grandson and it seems to

excellent tool to be exposr to math in their earlier ages.

In the car it keeps them busyAt home it allows us to interact with the kids rather than hand an iPad

to them that teaches similar topics
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